
Clock  
Foldables 
TEMPLATES & DIRECTIONS 
for creating interactive student 

clocks! 
 
 
 

                         

http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Owl-Teach


Teacher Tips 
• Select the clock foldable option that works best 

for your students and/or necessary standards!  
• Print/copy the Clock Tops on one color of 

cardstock and the Clock Bottoms on a second 
color! 

• Help students line up the Clock Top and Clock 
Bottom correctly and then use the inner glue 
circle to glue the two pieces together, to 
prevent the pieces from spinning. 

• Help students adhere the clock hands to the 
clock with a brad. 

• Picture of a final product: 
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Clock Top/Fully Labeled— Color #1 of Cardstock 
1.  Cut out the outside circle of Clock Top 

2.  Cut on dotted lines to create flaps. 
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Clock Bottom /Fully Labeled— Color #2 of Cardstock 
1.  Cut out the outside circle of the Clock Bottom and clock hands. 
2.  Line it up with the Clock Top and glue just the inner circle of the 

clocks together.   
3.  Attach clock hands with a brad to center of the Clock Top. 

GLUE HERE 
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Clock Top/Fully Labeled— Color #1 of Cardstock 
1.  Cut out the outside circle of Clock Top 
2. Cut on dotted lines to create flaps. 

3. Label the clock with quarter past/quarter after, 
half past, and quarter until/quarter before. 
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Clock Bottom /Fully Labeled— Color #2 of Cardstock 
1.  Cut out the outside circle of the Clock Bottom and clock hands. 

2. Line it up with the Clock Top and glue just the inner circle of the 
clocks together.   

3. Label the hour  and minute  hands. 
4. Attach clock hands with a brad to center of the Clock Top. 

GLUE HERE 



Blank Clock Top — Color #1 of Cardstock 
1. Cut out the outside circle of Clock Top 

2. Label the Clock Hours 1-12. 
3. Cut on dotted lines to create flaps. 

Optional:  Label the clock with quarter past/quarter 
after, half past, and quarter until/quarter before. 
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Blank Clock Bottom— Color #2 of Cardstock 
1. Cut out the outside circle of the Clock Bottom and clock hands. 

2. Label the clock minutes to the nearest five minutes :00-:55 
3. Line it up with the Clock Top and glue just the inner circle of the clocks together.   
4. Label the hour  and minute  hands  .Attach clock hands with a brad to center of 

the Clock Top. 



Thank You! 
Thank you for downloading this Clock Foldable packet!  I hope that 
you and your students find it useful!  Download of this product is 

intended for a single user/classroom.  If your colleagues are 
interested in this product, please add additional licenses to your 
order for 50% off or direct your colleagues to my TPT store!  

Please check back to my TPT store and teaching blog for more 
ideas, games, and activities! 

 
Hootfully Yours, 

Lindsay, “The Owl Teach” 

 
• TPT Store:  http://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-

Owl-Teach 
• BLOG:  http://theowlteach.blogspot.com  

 
Thank you to the following talented artists for use of their clipart and/or 

fonts: 
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